Who we are
Our website address is: https://www.fumcgj.org. We are First United Methodist Church, a non-profit organization.

What personal data we collect and why we collect it
Comments
We currently do not allow comments by users. If we start to allow comments, we will update this section..

Media
We do not allow users to update images.

Cookies
We do not collect data. We do not allow comments. We do not have a login page. We do not allow users to edit or
publish articles. We do not use cookies.

Embedded content from other websites
Articles or other referenced content on this site may include embedded content (e.g. videos, images, articles, etc.).
Embedded content from other websites behaves in the exact same way as if the visitor has visited the other website.
These websites may collect data about you, use cookies, embed additional third-party tracking, and monitor your interaction
with that embedded content, including tracking your interaction with the embedded content if you have an account and are
logged in to that website.

Analytics

Who we share your data with
We collect statists about hits, visits and visitors. We only use this data in the aggregate to assess the usage of our website.
We do not use individual data. Only the website administrators have access to data.

How long we retain your data
We do not currently collect comments or other data so there is not data retention. If this changes in the future, we will
update this policy.

What rights you have over your data
We do not currently allow comments or collect any data. If in the future we do then, if you have an account on this site, or
have left comments, you can request to receive an exported file of the personal data we hold about you, including any data
you have provided to us. You can also request that we erase any personal data we hold about you. This does not include
any data we are obliged to keep for administrative, legal, or security purposes.

Your contact information – None collected

